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B A C K D R O P  
 
Global Equity: -2.6% 
UK Equity: -2.1% 
UK Gilts: -1.0% 
UK Corps: -0.3% 
 
• Generally speaking, we saw strong outperformance from 

our equity managers within the UK and US, but more 
mixed performance elsewhere, particularly in Japan and 
Europe where a number of our managers were weaker in 
relative and absolute terms.  

• Despite October being a negative month for both Gilts and 
corporate bonds, we had very respectable returns from 
many of our fixed income holdings. 

• Looking at our alternative exposure, we saw strong 
performance from our infrastructure positions, offset 
somewhat by a negative month from commodities and 
absolute return strategies. Elsewhere, the Federal Reserve 
(Fed) cut rates by 0.25%, but signalled a pause in further 
cuts unless the economic outlook changes materially. They 
also re-started an effective form of quantitative easing 
(although insisted that these bond purchases did not 
actually count as QE).   

M O N T H  I N  F O C U S  
Risk assets began the month poorly, but rebounded 
somewhat on the back of dovish action from the Fed. Over 
the month, we had some strong returns from some of our 
more growth focused names in the US. In the UK, it was a 
better month for value, where a delay to the Brexit deadline 
led to a rally in UK assets. The Chelverton UK Equity Income 
Fund, which has a value driven approach from a portfolio of 
small- and medium-sized UK companies, did particularly well 
with a return of +0.75%, compared to a loss of -2.1% for the 
index. In the US, Baillie Gifford American had a positive 
month, delivering +0.2%, against a loss of -3.0% for the 
index. In Europe, which delivered -1.9% at the index level, we 
saw a very healthy +1.4% posted by the RWC Continental 
European Equity Fund, which is now our top performing 
European fund year-to-date (up +20.2%). Within fixed 
income, it was another strong month from the Nomura Global 

Dynamic Bond Fund, which returned +0.9% vs -0.3% for the 
global bond index.  
 
More generally, within fixed interest, we saw good returns 
from most of our managers. Of particular note was the 
emerging market exposure Active Funds 1167 Global High 
Income Fund, which returned +1.9% and the BlackRock 
Strategic Bond Fund (held across the strategies as a core 
holding) which delivered +0.55%. In terms of alternatives, all 
of our infrastructure holdings did well (particularly relative to 
listed infrastructure equity), whereas commodities and 
precious metals sold off somewhat on lower inflationary 
expectations. 
 
F U N D  O F  T H E  M O N T H :  C H E L V E R T O N  U K  
E Q U I T Y  I N C O M E  
The fund is managed by David Horner and David Taylor, who 
both have extensive experience managing small cap equity 
funds. The firm itself is a boutique asset management 
business which specialises in investing outside of the top 100 
UK equities and unquoted SMEs.  Essentially, the philosophy 
and process of the fund is very straight forward. As the name 
suggests, the fund aims to produce an income from a 
portfolio of UK equities. What makes the fund a bit different is 
that it only invests into mid and small cap companies. Horner 
and Taylor believe that over the long-term, value investing in 
small-cap stocks that pay a high dividend delivers powerful 
total returns relative to other investment styles. Their starting 
point is to screen stocks in the mid and small cap indices that 
have a dividend yield above 4%. They will not buy into any 
stock that does not have this minimum yield threshold, 
although they will continue to hold stocks that dip below 4% 
and they will normally exit a stock if it falls below 2%. 
Likewise, if the stock is promoted into the FTSE 100 Index, 
they will sell out once any dividend they might receive has 
been accrued. In this sense, the fund will typically always 
have a yield in excess of the market average. As one might 
expect from a mid and small cap fund, it has a higher 
exposure to domestic UK earners relative to mega and large 
cap companies. That said, the experience of the fund 
managers, and the fact that they have a good relationship 
with the senior management of the businesses in which they 
are investing, puts them in a good position to identify stocks 
that can weather the business cycle in our view. 
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 YTD 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 

Close Managed Income Fund 7.5% -3.7% 6.4% 9.1% 4.5% 6.4% 

IA £ 20-60% Equity 9.2% -5.1% 7.2% 10.3% 1.2% 4.9% 

Close Managed Conservative Fund 8.5% -4.3% 7.0% 8.6% 4.2% 5.7% 

IA £ 20-60% Equity 9.2% -5.1% 7.2% 10.3% 1.2% 4.8% 

Close Managed Balanced Fund 11.2% -5.1% 10.8% 10.4% 4.7% 5.5% 

IA £ 40-85% Equity 11.9% -6.1% 10.0% 12.9% 2.7% 4.9% 

Close Managed Growth Fund 12.3% -6.0% 14.3% 10.3% 6.3% 5.6% 

IA £ Flexible Investment 11.4% -6.7% 11.2% 13.8% 2.0% 4.9% 

S O U R C E :   
FE Analytics 03.10.2019. Performance is total return, net income reinvested after fees, X Acc share class. 
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